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Conceptual, self-assembling graphene
nanocontainers

Simon Boothroyd and Jamshed Anwar*

We show that graphene nano-sheets, when appropriately functionalised, can form self-assembling nano-

containers which may be opened or closed using a chemical trigger such as pH or polarity of solvent.

Conceptual design rules are presented for different container structures, whose ability to form and

encapsulate guest molecules is verified by molecular dynamics simulations. The structural simplicity of

the graphene nanocontainers offers considerable scope for scaling the capacity, modulating the nature of

the internal environment, and defining the trigger for encapsulation or release of the guest molecule(s).

This design study will serve to provide additional impetus to developing synthetic approaches for selective

functionalisation of graphene.

Introduction

Molecular and nanoscale containers have (and promise)
numerous applications that include molecular detectors,
nano-scale reaction vessels, storage vessels for unstable mole-
cules, catalysis through spatial constraint, and drug delivery
systems.1–10 Consequently, there is much interest in their
design and synthesis. Of a particular interest are molecular
capsules that utilize non-covalent interactions to self-assemble
and hence offer the possibility of reversible encapsulation.11

The design of molecular containers has advanced consider-
ably since the pioneering work by Collet, Cram and their co-
workers1,12 on carcerands and hemicarcerands. These mole-
cular containers tended to comprise covalently-linked struc-
tures, with the consequence that guest molecule(s) were
entrapped permanently. Subsequent focus has been on the
development of approaches to control the opening of the con-
tainers to enable insertion or release of the guest molecule,13

and the design and creation of molecular containers (often
termed capsules) that reversibly self-assemble.14–16 The self-
assembly approach is based on molecular component subunits
that either have complementary non-covalent interactions
which come together to form a single capsule14 or employ
metal ions to link the ligands.16 A more recent development is
the design of containers that utilise hydrophobic interactions
to assemble and function in an aqueous environment.17

A related development has been the discovery of fullerenes
and carbon nanotubes, both of which can serve as molecular
containers.18–21 The nanotubes offer more scope in terms of

capacity as their inner diameter can vary from about 1 nm
upwards to 20 nm or more for multi-walled tubes.20 In con-
trast, the capacity of the fullerenes is relatively fixed and
limited given the constraints of their structure. Open-cage
fullerenes (fullerenes with an orifice) can be prepared by
chemical approaches but the procedure is involved.18 As for
carbon nanotubes, filling of the open tubes can be carried out
at low temperature but closing filled tubes is still an issue for
delicate guest molecules e.g. organics.21

Here we present conceptual design rules for creating self-
assembling, graphene-based nanocontainers, which at first
would appear counter intuitive given that graphene22 is a
2-dimensional material. We employ principles of molecular
self-assembly based on non-covalent interactions to induce
graphene nano-sheets, whose edges have been appropriately
functionalised, to form nanocontainers. We consider both
strong electrostatic interactions (in both polar and non-polar
solvents) and a combination of hydrophobic and polar inter-
actions in a polar solvent such as water, where the hydro-
phobic effect (the strong affinity of water molecules for
themselves causing exclusion of hydrophobic molecules) is
exploited akin to formation of lipid membranes in biological
systems. The selective edge-functionalization of graphene as
proposed is currently outside the scope of experimental
capability but edge functionalization of graphene is of
considerable interest and there have been some recent exciting
advances.23–25

The primary design approaches that were considered are
illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus we attempted to design nano-sheets
by way of edge functionalization that would self-assemble to
yield: (i) cubes; (ii) pyramids; (iii) opened-ended (triangular
prism) tubes involving three sheets; and (iv) tubes resulting
from the rolling up of a single nano-sheet. For cube formation
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the nano-sheets were squares, whilst for the pyramid design
the sheets were triangular. The nano-sheet edges were functio-
nalised using full charges of +1.0 e and −1.0 e (a starting point
for developing a conceptual understanding of the design rules)
with the charges being placed on the protruding carbon atoms
of the zigzag and chair edges, while the corner atoms of the
sheet remained neutral. For the cube, two types of functiona-
lised nano-sheets are needed: Type 1 for which three of the
edges have negative charges with the other edge being positive
– these form the sides of the cube and hence four of these are
required; and Type 2 for which all the edges are positively
charged – these form the top and the bottom of the cube and
therefore two of these are required. Likewise for the pyramid:
four of the triangular sheets had two negatively charged edges
and one positively charged edge; the edges of the fifth sheet
were all positively charged. The triangular prism tube con-
tainer required three functionalised nano-sheets of a single
type, each with its two opposite edges functionalized with
opposite charges. For the single-sheet cylindrical tube, the

edges that come together had opposite charges. Given that the
tube designs had open ends, the edges exposed at the open
ends were functionalised by a variety of functional groups
selected to open and close the open ends in response to a
chemical trigger.

To identify the success or otherwise of the various
approaches, we carried out molecular dynamics simulations of
the designer graphene nano-sheets either in vacuum (which
approximates a non-polar solvent) or in water. The simulations
track how the interacting molecular structures evolve towards
low free energy configurations as a function of time.

Results and discussion

Of the 4 approaches to designing graphene nanocontainers
which were investigated, only the two tube-approaches i.e. tri-
angular prism tube and the single sheet rolled-up tube,
showed promise in terms of forming nanocontainers. Simu-
lations of the multi-sheet designs to yield either cubes or pyra-
mids were carried out in both vacuum (to represent a non-
polar solvent) and in water. In all cases the nano-sheets did
not self-assemble to form any kind of molecular container. An
expectation was that such systems might form extended struc-
tures, which they do but not of the container kind. It appears
that the force required for two sheets linked at an edge to
align perpendicularly to each other is missing, that is, there is
no corner L-bracket. In principle, one could introduce this
L-bracket by using rigid molecular moieties for the edge
interactions.

In contrast, the component nano-sheets of the triangular
prism container readily self-assembled to form a 3-sheet nano-
tube with open ends (see Fig. 2). The self-assembly was charac-
terised by three of the charged sheets positioning themselves
so that each negative edge was adjacent to a positive edge,

Fig. 1 The various designs considered for self-assembling, graphene
nanocontainers. The schemes rely on the functionalization of the gra-
phene nano-sheet edges with strong electrostatic charges and polar or
non-polar organic moieties. (a) Cubic container. (b) Pyramidal container.
(c) Triangular prism tube container comprising three nano-sheets. (d)
Tubular container comprising a single rolled up (self-assembled) nano-
sheet.

Fig. 2 Snapshot from a molecular dynamics simulation trajectory of
the self-assembled triangular-prism tube molecular container formed
from three edge-functionalised graphene nano-sheets in a water
environment. The alkyl groups on the ends of the structure serve to
open and close the entrance to the container. The water molecules
have been excluded for clarity. (a) Side view; (b) view along the channel
showing the alkyl groups shielding the entrance.
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while the alkyl chains aggregated to form the cap. The for-
mation of these prism tubes was observed both in the small
and the large system simulations. In the larger system contain-
ing 36 nano-sheets, we observed the formation of 3 triangular
prism containers from the maximum possible of 12 – a 25%
yield. The formation of non-container structures was also
observed with some nano-sheets forming extended chains
while others wrapped around the outside of the formed prism
containers. Containers of greater than three sides formed but
underwent a collapse into simpler structures. The alkyl chains
designed to cap the open ends appeared to play a positive role
in the formation of the prism tubes providing steric hindrance
to stop the sheets from intercalating inappropriately, and in
favour of forming the triangular prism structures instead.
Further, the alkyl chains formed effective caps as designed,
being forced by the hydrophobic effect to cover significant por-
tions of the openings (Fig. 2b).

For the single nano-sheet approach, the design objective
was for the sheet to roll up of its own accord with the opposing
edges making contact to form a tube and then to have organic
functional groups to effectively cap the ends. Self-assembly of
a 2D inorganic material has been reported earlier, though
resulting from strain rather than edge functionalization.26 The
use of two graphene disc sheets to cap the tube whilst concep-
tually elegant requires a more complex design that would chal-
lenge the self-assembly process, resulting in a low probability
of a successful outcome. To induce contact between the oppos-
ing edges, we first considered hydrophobic interactions at the
edges as a means to bring the two edges together in water; the
hydrophobicity of the carbons along the two edges was
increased substantially by decreasing the interaction potential
(Lennard Jones epsilon parameter from ε = 0.29 kJ mol−1 to ε =
0.029 kJ mol−1). The graphene sheets failed to roll up, presum-
ably because there was not enough distinction in terms of
hydrophobicity (from the perspective of the water molecules)
between the functionalised hydrophobic edges and the pris-
tine edges of graphene. We then explored the use of strong
opposite charges at the edges and examined the behaviour of
the functionalised sheets in both water and in vacuum (the
latter representing a non-polar solvent). In water, the sheets
failed to roll up to form tubes because of the strong interaction
of the edges with water, favouring instead the 3-sheet prism
tubes. In contrast, in vacuum (representing a non-polar
solvent) the nano-sheets functionalised with the strong
charges on opposing edges rapidly rolled up to form a tube
(Fig. 3). In order to cap the open ends we employed polar
–COOH moieties, expecting them to hydrogen bond across the
tube opening and hence shield it, and in this they proved to be
effective though there is room for improvement (Fig. 3b). We
appreciate now that reducing the density of the –COOH moi-
eties along the edges would be beneficial: this will reduce the
interaction between adjacent –COOH groups in favour of an
interaction with groups across the entrance.

For the nanotube containers (both the 3-sheet prism tube
and the single-sheet rolled up tube), simulations were also
carried out to investigate their container capability for two

small guest molecules, a polar peptide (aspartic acid-valine-
serine) and the non-polar trans-stilbene molecule. For the
small polar peptide, the triangular prism container was
observed to retain a previously encapsulated molecule for the
entire simulation run extending to 2 ns. The molecule showed
considerable motion within the capsule but was prevented
from breaking free.

For the non-polar stilbene molecule, we were able to
observe self-loading: one of the stilbene molecules was
observed to translocate from the bulk polar solvent into the
cavity of the triangular prism over a period of about 0.7 ns,
due to its preference for a hydrophobic environment. The stil-
bene molecule was retained by the container for a further
500ps until the end of the simulation (Fig. 4). We note that
pristine graphene nano-sheets can also attract hydrophobic
molecules and serve as carrier particles,27,28 but such behav-
iour would not provide the full advantages of a molecular
container.

We have by choice employed a physics-type approach (very
simple models) in terms of modelling to access the generic
features, rather than getting bogged down in specific chem-
istry. The next step, once selective functionalization of the

Fig. 3 Self-assembly of a single, functionalised graphene nano-sheet
to form a rolled tube with capped ends in vacuum (mimicking a non-
polar solvent). The tube formation is facilitated by opposite electrostatic
charges on the opposing edges. (a) View from the side. (b) View from
one of the ends showing two carboxylic acid chains partially blocking
the tube.
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graphene edges has been experimentally mastered (see below),
is to underpin the conceptual designs by elegant and specific
chemistry that is able to guide synthesis. So in principle it
would be possible by means of molecular simulation to ident-
ify the exact functional groups required for the self-assembly
of the designer graphene containers and for their entry points,
such that a switch in solvent, pH or temperature could cause
the formation or total collapse of the container, or induce
opening or closure of its entry points. Equally, the required
functionalisation of the interior/exterior surface of the con-
tainer for a particular purpose (e.g. for stability or for altering
the character of the cavity) could also be identified.

The graphene-based molecular capsules exhibit a certain
structural simplicity relative to the general chemical complex-
ity associated with the more conventional molecular contain-
ers e.g. the self-assembling capsules developed by Rebek and
co-workers.14 In particular, the graphene-based molecular con-
tainers offer ready scalability in terms of design to accommo-
date different-sized guest molecules. The primary parameter
here is the dimensions of the starting nano-sheets. Further,
the other essential design features including the strength of
the edge interactions that hold the containers together, the
chemical nature of the cavity environment, and how the
opening and closure of the nanotube ends is triggered, are
all based on simple chemistry, assuming selective edge-
functionalization of graphene is mastered. There is therefore
considerable scope in developing graphene-based molecular
containers that have a specific sized cavity, are highly selective,
and encapsulate or release their content to specific chemical
or thermal triggers.

This conceptual design study gives strong direction as to
the approach that is likely to lead to success in developing gra-
phene-based nanocontainers. In translating these concepts
and synthesising the capsules, there remain some experi-
mental challenges but which no doubt will be surmounted in
due time. A particular challenge is how might one selectively
functionalise the edges of a graphene sheet, not just relative to
the surface but also between the different edges.

Summarising, we have presented creative design rules for
self-assembling graphene nanocontainers using molecular
simulation. The graphene-based nanocontainers exhibit a
certain structural simplicity and offer considerable scope for
scaling the container capacity, modulating the nature of the

internal environment, and defining the trigger for encapsula-
tion or release of the guest molecule(s). Our conceptual design
approach truly leads synthesis and fabrication and is set to
give strong direction to graphene research towards selective
functionalisation of graphene edges.

Computational methods

The molecular dynamics simulations were carried out either in
the constant temperature-constant volume (NVT) ensemble
(vacuum studies) or in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensem-
ble. The graphene nano-sheets and functional groups were
modelled using parameters from the all-atom optimized
potentials for liquid simulations (AA-OPLS) force field.29 The
water model was SPC. Initial systems investigated employed
nano-sheets of a relatively small size of about 1.94 × 1.90 nm
to gain a broader idea of how the designer nano-sheets
behave. The sheet size was then increased to 3.41 × 3.60 nm
and the number of sheets per system increased to a maximum
of 36. The number of water molecules ranged from 2000 to
120 000 molecules. The simulations were carried out using
GROMACS 4.6.5.30 The simulation temperature was 310 K and
external pressure 1 bar (for the isothermal isobaric simu-
lation). The interaction cut-off for VDW was 1.4 nm. Electro-
static interactions were also truncated at 1.4 nm but using a
shifted potential, as long-range interactions and correlation
effects were considered to be unimportant. A time step of
0.001 ps was chosen. The systems were simulated for up to
7 nanoseconds.
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